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This is a great course for beginner, the experienced, and
everyone in between This course teaches what we call
'Word Building', which is the knowledge of how all
medical words are structured. It's a quick, efficient and
amazingly easy way for anyone to learn medical
terminology. You learn how to recognize the meaning of
a medical term by dividing the word into its three basic
component parts: the prefix, root and suffix. By knowing
the meanings of the prefixes, suffixes, and root words,
you can easily make sense of a medical term. This
course is designed for the healthcare claims biller, the
medical insurance claims adjuster, the medical office
worker, or anyone wanting to learn medical terminology.
The course takes the average person 3 weeks or less to
complete based on a study time of 1-2 hours per day.
This is a great course for beginner, the experienced, and
everyone in between! This course teaches what we call
'Word Building', which is the knowledge of how all
medical words are structured. It's a quick, efficient and
amazingly easy way for anyone to learn medical
terminology. You learn how to recognize the meaning of
a medical term by dividing the word into its three basic
component parts: the prefix, root and suffix. By knowing
the meanings of the prefixes, suffixes, and root words,
you can easily make sense of a medical term. This
course is designed for the healthcare claims biller, the
medical insurance claims adjuster, the medical office
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worker, or anyone wanting to learn medical terminology.
The course takes the average person 3 weeks or less to
complete based on a study time of 1-2 hours per day.
This book is identical to the Version 2 book except that
the Exercise Answers and the Test Answers have been
removed.
Completely up to date with the latest terms and
procedures, the Third Edition of the popular MEDICAL
LANGUAGE: FOCUS ON TERMINOLOGY emphasizes
word parts and word-building. Focusing on the
terminology instead of the context, the text provides just
enough content on the anatomy of each body system to
help students understand the related disease, diagnostic
and surgical terms. Students are equipped with tools to
analyze and define medical terms, along with techniques
to build medical terms from roots, prefixes, and suffixes.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This resource begins with an introduction to singular and
plural words and includes easy-to-understand
instructions on how to form different plurals, examples,
colorful illustrations, and reproducible worksheets for
individual practice. Students will be taught how to
determine if -s or -es should be added to the ending to
form the plural, if the spelling stays the same in the
singular and plural, or if the plural is formed by making
another kind of change to the singular. They will also
learn that a final f or fe of a noun often changes to v
before adding -es to make it mean more than one and
that a final y of a word often changes to i before adding
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-es to form the plural. Reproducible worksheets that
teach about inflectional endings, irregular verbs,
compound words, and prefixes and suffixes are also
available. Students will discover that the inflectional
endings -s or -es, -ing, and -ed can be added to verbs to
change their tense and that -er and -est can be used for
comparison purposes of adjectives and adverbs.
Moreover, they will learn that the final consonant of some
words must be doubled and the final e of some words
dropped before adding an ending that begins with a
vowel and that the final y of some words is changed to i
before adding an ending that doesn't begin with an i.
Students will be taught to recognize the different forms of
verbs and the forms of comparison for adjectives and
adverbs. They will also be taught how to recognize
various irregular verbs and irregular comparatives and
superlatives. In addition, students will discover how a
root word changes in meaning when another word, a
prefix, or suffix is added to it and will learn that there are
three different kinds of compound words. A reproducible
practice test is included at the end of the book. The
same practice test and a formal unit test are also
available online as computer-based tests. You can
access the tests free of charge by visiting the Habakkuk
Educational Materials website at
https://www.habakkuk.net/.
Teaching Vocabulary to Improve Reading
Comprehension.
Word Master: Seeing and Using Words. Perfect the skills
necessary for recognizing the roots, prefixes and suffixes
that give words meaning. Students will learn the use of
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context clues to derive word meaning, develop their skill
in the use of different forms of words, improve spelling
and develop sight word skills while acquiring new
vocabulary. Achieve understanding of the seemingly
complex world of words. Includes dictionary entries,
pronunciation key, answer keys, and reproducible activity
pages. (152 pages)
This popular introduction to medical terminology is flexible
enough to be used in a traditional or a self-instructional
course format. The level of detail is appropriate for those
students needing only a general knowledge of medical
terminology, particularly medical secretaries, medical
technologists, medical librarians, and persons in all allied and
paramedical health professions. After studying the basics of
pronunciation, students can study the chapters in any order
the instructor deems appropriate. The text has been
thoughtfully revised based on the feedback of many adopters.
The result is a more streamlined presentation with enhanced
student learning aids. Organizational changes include the
following: all general word parts are grouped together in Unit
One; a review chapter on root words is provided in Unit Four,
immediately before the body systems; the coverage of body
systems in Unit Five closely parallels the content of earlier
chapters; and an overview of each body system is included at
the beginning of the chapters in Unit Five.
"Now revised and updated, with many new lesson plans and
a new chapter on writing instruction, this trusted book guides
upper-elementary teachers to design and implement a
research-based literacy program. The expert authors show
how to teach and assess students in differentiated small
groups, and explain how instruction works in a tiered
response-to-intervention model. Included are extensive
reproducible lesson plans and other tools for building
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students' skills in word recognition, fluency, vocabulary,
comprehension, and writing. The convenient large-size format
facilitates photocopying; purchasers also get access to a Web
page where they can download and print the reproducible
materials. Prior edition title: Differentiated Reading Instruction
in Grades 4 and 5. Subject Areas/Key Words: differentiated
reading instruction, intermediate grades, upper elementary
students, teaching reading, small-group, differentiating
instruction, differentiation, lesson plans, planning, lessons,
assessments, response to intervention, RTI, comprehension,
curriculum, fluency, interventions, elementary reading
methods, struggling readers, teachers, vocabulary, word
recognition, words, writing, decoding"-Dive into prefixes and suffixes where students in grades 2–4
will expand their vocabularies and improve their word
knowledge. Starting with Prefixes and Suffixes is a standardsbased resource that introduces common Latin and Greek
prefixes and suffixes and presents them in ways that are easy
to understand and apply. Each lesson provides necessary
content explanations, instructional guidelines, and activities to
help students decipher meaning by analyzing work parts and
word groups. Additional resources are offered to assist
teachers facilitate learning with an appendix offering more
activities, extensions, and flashcards. This resource is
correlated to College and Career Readiness and other state
standards.
Master the role and responsibilities of the veterinary assistant!
From respected veterinary educator Margi Sirois, Elsevier’s
Veterinary Assisting Textbook, 3rd Edition covers everything
you need to know to pass the Approved Veterinary Assistant
(AVA) exam and succeed in clinical practice. With this
comprehensive textbook students will learn to assist in
laboratory and radiographic procedures, properly restrain
animals, set up equipment and supplies, clean and maintain
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practice facilities, feed and exercise patients, collect samples,
handle and dispense medications, groom patients, and record
keeping. Updated content reflects the latest advances in
veterinary assisting procedures, and new images illustrate
key tasks. Comprehensive coverage provides details on the
tasks performed by veterinary assistants, and covers
everything you need to know to pass the Approved Veterinary
Assistant (AVA) exam and succeed in clinical practice. Stepby-step instructions and hundreds of full-color photographs
show veterinary assisting tasks and clarify key concepts.
Information on office procedures and client relations prepares
you to be involved in many of the business aspects of
veterinary practice and to work closely with management
staff. Coverage of the workflow in a veterinary practice helps
you understand your role as well as the roles of all the other
members of the veterinary health care team. Critical Concept
boxes highlight important points and provide useful tips to
improve your knowledge and skills. A student workbook
provides activities to help you apply concepts to veterinary
practice, including definitions of key terms, review questions,
crossword puzzles, illustration labeling, sample cases, and
clinical applications. Available separately. NEW! Completely
updated content throughout reflects the latest advances in
veterinary assisting procedures for improved patient service.
NEW! Fear-free handling coverage now included in Chapter
6: Animal Behavior and Restraint. NEW! Poultry Care section
added to Chapter 13: Large Animal Nursing and Husbandry.
NEW and UPDATED! Additional and revised images
throughout accurately illustrate key veterinary assisting tasks.
Help children read and spell longer, more complex words, by
building onto root words with prefixes and suffixes. They
begin by adding simple inflectional endings, then common
prefixes and suffixes to root words. They might turn play, for
example, into a dozen or more words, including plays,
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playing, playful, displaying, and playfully. Soon they are
building powerful words such as con-struc-tion and de-partment. Once children learn to construct big words, they will be
better able to deconstruct big words they see in their reading
into manageable word parts. Includes 60 hands-on lessons in
which students create over 500 words.
Take the intimidation out of medical terminology Every job in
the medical field needs some background in medical
terminology. From the check-in desk to the doctor to the
pharmaceutical sales rep, and everyone around and in
between, healthcare professionals and those in adjacent
fields use a common and consistent vocabulary to improve
quality, safety, and efficiency. Medical Terminology For
Dummies is a powerful resource for current and prospective
healthcare professionals. It provides different ways to
memorize the words and their meanings, including ideas for
study materials, flash cards, quizzes, mind maps, and games.
Plus, you’ll discover how to identify, pronounce, define, and
apply words in proper context. Grasp the standardized
language of medicine Find the easiest way to remember
tongue-twisting terms Benefit from lots of definitions and
examples Understand, retain, and put this knowledge to use
If you’re one of the millions of professionals hoping to
succeed in this booming field, this book gets you talking the
talk so you can walk the walk!

This book presents a compilation of terms frequently
encountered in the vocabulary of medicine. You will find
a dash (-) appended to indicate that this word is
incomplete, and there is something which comes before
the medical term or behind the medical term. The terms,
in this work, provide a map for students to begin to
understand a complex language as the various
component of the words (roots, suffixes, prefixes) are
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strung together to form a complete word.. It is then that
the student began to get a picture of the meaning of the
word as the components began to fit together. Roots,
Suffixes, Prefixes is provided as a reference for our
Anatomy and Physiology students and Medical
Assistants. It is as indispensable for nursing students
and other students in the medical field. The book is
compiled alphabetically for ease of access. Hats off to all
students, especially the Medical Assistant students of
American Commercial College, San Angelo, Texas. We
appreciate hearing from you, as well as others,
concerning your opinion regarding use of this book suggestions and constructive criticisms needed. It is your
feedback that provides the basic of each revision.
Remember you are the reason why this work is effected,
and it is you that underwrites future editions.
Grasp and retain the fundamentals of medical
terminology quickly and easily Don't know a carcinoma
from a hematoma? This friendly guide explains how the
easiest way to remember unfamiliar, often-tonguetwisting words is to learn their parts: the prefix, root, and
suffix. Medical Terminology For Dummies breaks down
the words you'll encounter in your medical terminology
course and gives you plain-English explanations and
examples to help you master definitions, pronunciations,
and applications across all medical fields. For many, the
language of medicine and healthcare can be confusing,
and frequently presents the greatest challenge to
students – this guide was designed to help you
overcome this problem with ease! Packed with ideas,
study materials, quizzes, mind maps, and games to help
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you retain the information, Medical Terminology For
Dummies quickly gets you up to speed on medical
prefixes, suffixes, and root words so you'll approach
even unfamiliar medical terms with confidence and ease.
Bone up on words that describe and are related to the
body's systems Correctly pronounce and understand the
meanings of medical terms Find tricks and study tips for
memorizing words Build your knowledge with helpful
word-building activities If you're working toward a
certification or degree in a medical or healthcare field, or
if you're already on the job, Medical Terminology For
Dummies is the fast and easy way to learn the lingo.
Facilitate a love of language with students in grades 4
and up using Jumpstarters for Root Words, Prefixes, and
Suffixes: Short Daily Warm-Ups for the Classroom! This
48-page resource covers prefixes with negative
meanings, prefixes denoting numbers, root words,
suffixes, and words with both prefixes and suffixes. It
includes five warm-ups per reproducible page, answer
keys, and suggestions for use.
Affixes, Prefixes and SuffixesAFFIXA letter or group of
letters added to the beginning or end of a word to get a
new word with a changed meaning.Examples –im- in
impossible; inter- in international-able in agreeable; -er in
learnerEnglish Affixes could be divided into two
groups:Prefixes and SuffixesPREFIXA letter or group of
letters added to the beginning of a word to get a new
word with a changed meaning.Examples –im- in
impossible; inter- in international; un- in
unaffectedSUFFIXA letter or group of letters added to
the end of a word to get a new word with a changed
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meaning.Examples –-able in agreeable; -er in learner;
-ness in quicknessSample This:ENGLISH PREFIXES –
Aa-Used to form: adjectives, adverbs and nounsGeneral
meaning: not, withoutExamples:acellular / amoral /
apolitical / atheism / atheist / atypical******anti-Used to
form: adjectives and nounsGeneral meaning: against;
the opposite of; preventingExamples:anti-aircraft / antibacterial / antibiotic / antibody / anti-choice / anticlerical /
anticlimax / anticlockwise / anticoagulant / anticompetitive / anti-corruption / anticyclone /
antidepressant / anti-encroachment / antifreeze / antiglobalization / anti-graft / antigravity / anti-hate / anti-hero
/ anti-inflammatory / anti-liquor / anti-lock / anti-national /
antioxidant / antiparticle / anti-people / anti-personnel /
antiperspirant / anti-poaching / antipyretic / antiretroviral /
anti-rowdy / anti-sabotage / antiseptic / antisocial / antistalking / antitank / anti-terror / antitrust / antiviral /
antivirus******ENGLISH SUFFIXES – A-ableUsed to
form: adjectives, adverbs and nounsGeneral meaning:
that can, should or must be done; having the
characteristic ofExamples:agreeable / approachable /
avertable / avoidable / believable / breakable / calculable
/ changeable / comfortable / computable / controllable /
curable / desirable / enjoyable / escapable / excitable /
exploitable / fashionable / imaginable / manageable /
moveable / noticeable / observable / payable /
preventable / quantifiable / ratable / readable /
recognizable / reputable / respectable / serviceable /
stoppable / taxable / transferable / transportable /
understandable / usable / washable / wearable /
workable******-abilityUsed to form: nounsGeneral
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meaning: a level of skill, intelligence,
etc.Example:capability / curability / excitability /
playability / preventability / serviceability / usability /
workability******-anceUsed to form: nounsGeneral
meaning: the action or state ofExamples:appearance /
assistance / attendance / clearance / extravagance /
resistance******-antUsed to form: adjectives and
nounsGeneral meaning: that is or does something;
having an effectExamples:contestant / dormant /
important / inhabitant / lubricant / pleasant / reliant /
servant / significant******-ateUsed to form: adjectives,
nouns and verbsGeneral meaning: having the
characteristic, function or status ofExamples:activate /
ameliorate / amputate / consulate / doctorate / elaborate
/ electorate / hyphenate / intricate / Italianate / motivate /
passionate / separate / stimulate / violate******-ationUsed
to form: nounsGeneral meaning: the action or state
ofExamples:allegation / allocation / alteration /
amplification / association / calculation / celebration /
circulation / commemoration / communication /
connotation / contamination / creation / declaration /
denunciation / deterioration / devastation / disputation /
elimination / eradication / exaggeration / fascination /
fortification / implication / indication / innovation /
insinuation / intensification / intimation / magnification /
manifestation / migration / obliteration / ornamentation /
refutation / rejuvenation / revelation / rotation /
termination / transformation / vacation / vaccination******
Get your kiddos using their HEADS and HANDS! This
set of ORDER UP! focuses on Prefixes, Roots, &
Suffixes and meets the following TEKS requirements:
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TEKS: 3.4.A ORDER UP! ANOTHER Language Arts
Edition is now available! WAHOO! Check out the FREE
PREVIEW to see what is included and for more
information on how it works! This set of ORDER UP!
focuses on Prefixes, Roots, & Suffixes and meets the
following TEKS requirements: TEKS: 3.4.A Includes:
-ORDER UP! cards (9 total problems) -Work Mat
-Teacher Directions and Suggestions -Answer Key
Thanks for stopping by! Visit my Blog An Educator's Life
to see Order Up! in action! Email Me with
questions/concerns! Be sure to check out ALL the Order
Up! sets in my Shop. Many MATH and Language Arts
sets are available. To submit a special request for a
topic, go HERE! If I choose your idea for a set of Order
Up! You get it free! Happy Reading and Ordering- Mr.
Hughes Keywords: ORDER UP!, reading, ordering, selfchecking, prefix, suffix, root word, ??2013 Created by
MrHughes. Use for a single classroom and/or teacher.
Additional copies must be purchased if you plan to share
with other teachers. No part of this resource may be
posted on a blog (personal or commercial),
webpage/site, server, or other location that is accessible
by multiple people. Violations of this notice are subject to
the penaltiesof the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA). Visit my shop, Created by MrHughes, at
Teacher's Notebook.Or view this product, Order Up!
Prefixes, Roots, & Suffixes.
"This book helps students learn the meanings of
prefixes, root words, and suffixes."
PassWord Decoder for Prefix, Root Word and Suffix
Meanings
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Most words used in the English language today were
borrowed (taken) from other languages. Many English
words are made up of a root (or base word) and a prefix.
Some words also have a suffix. This book ofers basic
understanding of word formation and extensive
vocabulary, especially for students preparing for
standardized tests including SAT, GRE, GMAT and End
of Grade exams. At the end of each chapter you will find
various worksheets to help you practice and master your
vocabulary.
Help students improve their mastery of the English
language and acquire the keys for understanding
thousands of words by studying Greek and Latin word
parts (prefixes, root words, and suffixes). This is one of
the most complete, usable presentations of vocabulary
development using word parts you will find. A knowledge
of word parts gives students a head start on decoding
words in reading and testing situations. This is the first
book in the two-book series. Each of the well-developed
lessons in this text includes: one to three word parts
along with meanings and sample words, five vocabulary
words that use the prefixes or root words, definitions and
sample sentences for each of the five words, a practice
exercise that lets students apply knowledge of the words
and their meanings, and a one-page review worksheet
for one or two lessons that presents more unique
opportunities to work with the prefixes and root words
andto see how they are combined with suffixes. In
addition to the student pages, the teacher's information
includes: an extensive listing of the most common
prefixes, root words, and suffixes; their meanings and
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sample words; additional words for each lesson; and
lesson ideas to supplement the word being studied.
Receive this special price of $2.99 per book when 10 or
more copies are ordered! To order fewer than 10 copies
see item #8151.These flexible assessments can be used
both in correlation with the Primary Sources kits or as
stand-alone practice pieces for a variety of standardized
tests.The Student Edition contains an assessment with
the following types of questions: multiple choice,
constructed-response, and documents leading to a DBQ
(Document-Based Question) task.
Egypt has always been called the "Birth place of
civilization" because ofits long and rich history. In recent
years, the Egyptians are keen on restoringtheir glories to
keep pace with progress in the developed countries;
theinterest (concern) for developing education in one of
the most importantaims which Egypt seeks to
achieve."Reading makes a full man, conference makes a
ready man and writingmakes an exact man. Genius is
one percent inspiration and ninety-ninepercent
perspiration.Great efforts, creativeness does not move
from generation to generationsimply by inheritance; No,
it is by definite ability and courageous merit. "This
dictionary is the first one of its kind in the Middle East. It
elaborateson affixes and root words. It will help you to
know what is prefix.: Prefix isa word added to the
beginning of another word past such as, " bene "
means(good) . For example; Bene ] fit = Benefit. What is
suffix? Suffix is a wordpart added to the end of another
word part, Such as; Noun, adjective, verband adverb.
For example; - ance means "action, state, quality or
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process,"(vigil + ance ) = vigilance Base word; a
complete word to which a prefixand / or suffix may be
added. For example, the word"unalterable" is made up of
the prefix "un," the base word "alter" and thesuffix "able."
"un" means (not) + alter (to change) + able (having
thequality) then "unalterable" = not able to changed.
What is root? Root: a wordpart to which a prefix and or a
suffix may be added. a root cannot standalone, Such as,
"revocable" is made up of the prefix "re" (again or back)
theLatin root "voc" (to call) and the suffix "able" (having
the quality of).Therefore, something revocable can be
called back or cancelled.Prefix, suffix and root words are
our topics in this dictionary to help youknow the word
meaning and origin. Science is the key to knowledge
andtrue guide to our life; is the only way to progress,
prosper and seek welfare.This book will give you the
knowledge how to understand the Englishlanguage quite
well to its formation in knowing the word meaning and
fromwhere it comes from. Through science and labour,
which are two greatvirtues that man can adapt, it will
over come all obstacles and problems, Therefore, it will
fulfill great hopes and dreams .Books are relevant to
education. Knowledge is a must. Some books are tobe
tasted, others swallowed and some few to be chewed
and digested; I amhoping that this book that I offered will
be to the few that has to be tasted, chewed, swallowed
and digested .My best wishes to all the readers who find
time to contemplate with theirknowledge, I dedicated this
book to my lovely daughters; Asmaa and Sara,
mymother, brother and finally, to my wife Josie, who
stands by my side, inmaking this book . I would also like
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to thank all who have dedicated greateffort and believe in
this book.Author: Hakem Saleh
Word Detectives Volume 2 is the second of three
workbooks that make Latin roots accessible to
elementary students through stories, movements, and
pictures. Many programs start with prefixes and suffixes.
In contrast, Word Detectives begins with the "meatiest"
part of the word. Prefixes and suffixes modify words, but
the roots are the essence. These roots can form a
foundation for vocabulary and spelling. Each root is
introduced using a simple story. This story is then
associated with a body movement that reminds students
of the meaning of the root. Finally, the root is associated
with a picture that reminds the student of the story, the
movement, and the meaning. There are 4 roots per
lesson. The lessons are designed to be short and simple.
Intensive worksheets combined with a scripted
instructor's guide teach students to identify familiar roots
when they encounter them in words. First students study
a list of words with a common root using fine
discrimination to differentiate between similar words, and
then students learn to infer the meaning of unfamiliar
words using gross discrimination based on the clues
provided by the roots, prefixes, and suffixes. This book is
meant to be a tool. If introduced early (between third and
fifth grade), Latin roots can be highlighted in spelling,
reading, and vocabulary, but it is never too late. The
story-movement-image combination impacts multiple
learning styles and makes high level skills attainable for
younger students. Let's become "word detectives." Word
Detectives Worksheets Volume 2 is an optional
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companion workbook. It eliminates the need to make
copies and keeps student work organized. Instructors
may prefer to purchase one Word Detectives Volume 2
Workbook which includes the stories, movements,
pictures, worksheets, and scripted instruction guide.
Instructors may choose to additionally purchase one
Word Detectives Worksheets Volume 2 workbook which
includes only the pictures, worksheets, and prefix/suffix
appendixes for each student. Let's start looking for clues!

Complete collection of over 1,100 Medical
Terminology Word Building components,(prefixes,
root words, and suffixes)with their definitions.
Components are listed in both component and
definition order. The perfect companion to our
Medical Terminology course.
What are “Root Words”? A root or root word is a
word that is used to form another word. It is also
called a base word. A root does not have a prefix (a
letter or group of letters added to the beginning of a
word) or a suffix (a letter or group of letters added to
the end of a word). The root is the primary lexical
unit of a word, and of a word family. For example,
pure is a root. By adding prefixes and suffixes, the
following words could be made: impure, purity,
pureness Similarly, play and move are root words.
By adding prefixes and suffixes, the following words
could be made: plays, played, playing, player
moving, movement, moved, movable, mover,
movingly In this book, I have given the most
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common Greek and Latin roots which are used in
English language. Sample This: Root Words -- A
AGG Origin: Latin | Meaning: collected Examples:
agglomerate -- to collect things and form them into a
mass or group | related word: agglomeration
aggrandize -- to increase your importance or power |
related word: aggrandizement aggregate -- to put
together different items, amounts, etc. into a single
total | related words: aggregation, aggregator ******
ALTR/ALTER Origin: Latin | Meaning: other
Examples: altruism -- caring about the needs of
other people | related word: altruistic alterable -- that
can be changed | related word: unalterable
altercation -- noisy argument alternate -- to follow
one after other | related words: alternately,
alternation, alternative ****** ANIM Origin: Latin |
Meaning: breath; life; soul Examples: animal -- a
living creature animate -- having life; to make
something full of liveliness | related words: animated,
animatedly, animation, animato, animator, inanimate
animateur -- a person who promotes social activities
animism -- the belief that natural objects have a
living soul | related words: animist, animistic
animosity -- a strong feeling of opposition equanimity
-- calm state of mind magnanimous -- kind, forgiving,
generous | related words: magnanimity,
magnanimously pusillanimous -- lack of courage
unanimous -- agreeing with others | related word:
unanimously ****** Some More Root Words -- A
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Root Word [Origin] -- Meaning | Example(s) (Related
Words in Bracket) a [Greek] -- not | atheism,
apolitical, atypical ablat [Latin] -- remove | ablation
ablut [Latin] -- wash | ablutions abort [Latin] -- born
too soon | abortion abras [Latin] -- rub off | abrasion
(abrasive, abrasively, abrasiveness) abstemi [Latin]
-- controlled; moderate | abstemious abund [Latin] -overflow | abundance (abundant, abundantly) ac
[Latin] -- to, toward | accept (acceptability,
acceptable, acceptably, acceptance, acceptation)
acanth [Greek] -- thorn | acanthus acet [Latin] -vinegar | acetate, acetic, acetone achr [Greek] -colorless | achromic acid [Latin] -- sour | acidic,
acidify, acidosis, acidulate (acidulation, acidulous)
acm [Greek] -- summit | acme aco [Greek] -- relief |
aconite acous [Greek] -- hear | acoustic (acoustical,
acoustically, acoustician, acoustics) adama [Greek]
-- invincible | adamant (adamantly) ade [Greek] -enough | adequate (adequacy, adequately) adip
[Latin] -- fat | adipose adolesc [Latin] -- growing up |
adolescent (adolescence) aer [Greek] -- air or
atmosphere | aerate (aeration), aerial, aerialist,
aerobic (aerobics, anaerobic) agr [Latin] -- field |
agrarian, agriculture (agriculturist, agricultural) ******
Other Root Words -- A Root Word [Origin] -Meaning aapt [Greek] -- indomitable, unfriendly
abact [Latin] -- driven away abdit [Latin] -secret/hidden ablep [Greek] -- loss of sight abr
[Greek] -- delicate abscis [Latin] -- cutoff absit [Latin]
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-- distant aca [Greek] -- a point; silence acar [Greek]
-- tiny accip [Latin] -- allow, snatch accliv [Latin] -steep; up-hill accresc [Latin] -- increase ace [Greek]
-- heal acer [Latin] -- sharp acerv [Latin] -- pile acest
[Greek] -- healing; remedy
This book covers those areas of pharmacology that
are of importance and interest to the
psychotherapist. The 1st chapter introduces the
various types of drugs. The 2nd chapter presents an
overview of pharmacology and its principles. The 3rd
chapter reviews aspects of the human body of
importance to understanding the workings of
psychotropic drugs. The 4th chapter explores the
nature of psychopathology. The 5th chapter on
antianxiety drugs begins with a review of anxiety.
The 6th chapter on hypnotic drugs focuses on sleep,
sleep disorders, and the drugs used to treat these
problems. The 7th chapter explores the conditions of
depression as a normal and healthy defensive
response to stimuli, or as a pathological condition,
and the use of drugs in their treatment. The 8th
chapter focuses on the use of lithium. The 9th
chapter discusses use of antipsychotic drugs. The
10th chapter covers the emotional and physical
components of pain and the use of analgesics. The
11th chapter covers the traditional categories of
grand mal, petit mal, psychomotor, and Jacksonian
type seizures and antiepileptic drugs. The 12th
chapter reviews the reproductive systems; the
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sexual dysfunctions; drugs that enhance sexual
function; and drugs that have an adverse effect on
sexual function. The 13th chapter examines
substance abuse. The 14th chapter divides legal and
illegal drugs into four categories: depressants;
stimulants; highlighters; and hallucinogens. The 15th
chapter presents an overview of treatment
possibilities for substance abusers. (ABL)
Just like English, Every Chinese character
composes of root word, prefix and suffix. In Chinese
language, a root word accompanies with various
prefixes or suffixes, many Chinese characters come
out. It’s the editing way any Chinese dictionary
does. On the other hand, a prefix or suffix
accompanies with various root words produces
different Chinese characters, too. This anti-logic is
the unique thinking way of the book “Chinese
Character Mahjong”. Furthermore, “Chinese
Character Mahjong” takes advantage of mahjong as
a game to learn Chinese language easily and
interestingly. There are 100 Mahjong games and
answers. ????????????????????????????????????(
??)???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????(??)????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????????????????????
??100 ??????????
Ultimate Word Success: Find Out That New Words
Equal the Sum of Their Parts is a great way to have
fun while building vocabulary. Standardized testPage 21/22
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takers (GED, PSAT/NMSQT*, SAT* ACT®, and
TOEFL) can sharpen their skills with fun exercises
and practice test questions. Here, readers can learn
all about prefixes, word roots, and suffixes, with a
wide variety of fun word games, quizzes, and
puzzles. Readers will surely build a bigger and better
vocabulary and quickly learn new "test-worthy"
words. Understanding common prefixes, roots, and
suffixes helps you determine the meaning of many
unfamiliar words-so you can score higher on a
standardized test.
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